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By Max Brand

BRILLIANCE AUDIO, 2016. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Unabridged. Language: English . Brand New. I d
almost been middleweight champion of the world. But then some doctors told me my heart was no
good - from now on everything must be slow and easy; no emotion. Keep your heart locked up.
Smile at everything. Play poker all your life. That was just how I happened to go wrong. I found out
that if I worked out slowly, I could still ride a horse, even climb a mountain. All I had to watch were
my nerves. Every time I got a nerve shock, my heart went smash. But at the end of three months you
could curse me, threaten me, pull a gun on me. It made no difference. I could keep those nerves as
steady as a ticking clock. I still had my fighting nature, but instead of using my fists, I learned to use
a gun. And to make money I learned to play poker. I was good at both. My face was like ice, my
nerves were steel, my hands were fast. With a gun on my hip, I wasn t afraid of anything.
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It becomes an remarkable publication that we have at any time study. It is among the most remarkable pdf i have go through. I am just easily can get a
satisfaction of reading a published book.
-- Ala yna  Ankunding  DV M-- Ala yna  Ankunding  DV M

Absolutely essential go through ebook. It typically does not cost a lot of. I realized this publication from my i and dad encouraged this publication to
discover.
-- Ma llie O ndr icka-- Ma llie O ndr icka
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